Blackbaud Altru® and
Email Marketing Integration
Putting Patrons at the Center of Your Altru & Email Strategy
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Our Altru and Email Marketing Integration provides your
organization with a panoramic view of patrons, optimizes
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resources, and keeps supporter data fresh, clean, and complete. Organizations can now
create targeted segments, and cater to how, what, and when patrons want to receive email
communications.

Keep supporter data:
FRESH – Imported quickly and efficiently.
CLEAN – Healthy, standardized without duplicate or dirty records.
COMPLETE – Access the full picture of each supporter without blind spots.

Powered by Omatic Cloud, the Altru and Email Marketing Integration automates data flow
between Altru and your email marketing system while giving you the opportunity to be as
hands-on or hands-off as you like.
• Gain a full picture of your patrons and their email engagement all in one place
• Build stronger relationships with your patrons through the ability to create targeted
segments and timely communications
• Ensure high-quality data by preventing mistakes, identifying duplicates, and merging
records
• Maintain appropriate email subscriber & unsubscribed status automatically between
systems
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